
Surviving Budget CutS. ACCompliShing more in the SAme time.

HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

ARE yOU READy TO
Save Time?
Save money?
FocuS on cleaning For HealTH®?
Take a look InsIde.



COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

ADVANTAGES:

• ProTeam backpack vacuums 
clean more than 3 times 
faster than commercial 
uprights.

• Backpack vacuuming is a faster, 
healthier, and more efficient 
way to clean. Time savings 
allow reallocation of work-force 
to other problem areas.

• When using the correct tools, 
ProTeam backpack vacuums 
clean 52% faster than a dust 
mop in crowded classrooms 
and congested areas.

• Dust bunnies reappear in 24 
hours when a floor has been 
dust mopped as compared to 
72 hours when cleaned with a 
ProTeam backpack vacuum.

Does your Current Cleaning Routine 
Save you Time and Money?
the public’s perception of an education institution is strongly 
influenced by the appearance of a clean, safe and appealing 
environment. more importantly, it is vital to maintain a pristine 
environment with improved air quality for the health and safety of 
everyone.

dollar for dollar, cleanliness might be the most powerful tool to 
maximize a healthy, learning environment. the benefits of removing 
germs and bacteria can lead to decreased student and faculty 
absences and increased education.

proteam offers the right tools for the right job. proteam vacuums 
are quiet, versatile, compact, and easy to maneuver. proteam’s 
Four level® Filtration and hepA level Filtration™ are proven to 
help decrease allergy and asthma triggers in indoor environments. 
Whether you are cleaning large areas or small, hard surfaces or 
carpet, proteam vacuums save time and money and focus on 
Cleaning for health®. 

the
energy 
and

effort to clean 
the same area 
as an upright.
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source – Battelle Memorial Institute, 
ohio state University, Columbus, 
ohio, 1998. Reviewed by Jim 
Fullmer, Certified Human Factors 
Professional, 2009.

20% less pressure is felt on 
the body with the FlexFit™ 
articulating harness vs. a 
standard harness.

 FACT:

source: auburn University, 2013. FlexiForce sensor

100,000 SQ. FT. FaciliTy

BACKPACK VACUUM CLEANER
ROI ANALySIS

source – Issa 540 Cleaning Times (www.issa.com) Used with permission.

Annual Savings using a ProTeam 
Backpack Vacuum in a cleaning 
system versus a 14" upright: $52,800

*Using $8.00/Hr labor Rate

proteam Backpack

Single motor 14" upright

Time To
vacuum

coST To
vacuum*

monTHly 
coST

laBor
coST

10 hrs 

35 hrs

$80.00

$280.00

$1,760

$6,160

$21,120

$73,920

$52,800Annual Savings



RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
the right tool For the right JoB

pro-team.com  //  866.888.2168

goFree® pro

• Cordless efficiency
• trip-free cleaning

Quietpro® Cn hepA
runningvAC® 

• low decibel
• non-disruptive

proguArd® Wet/drY

• ideal for 
 floor stripping
• maneuverable

Super CoACh pro® 6 & 10

• Fast and efficient
• Clean with less effort

yEARLy COST OF OWNERSHIP
proteam vacuums have lower repair costs than other vacuums.  
(Reflects 2013 Prices)

ProTeam
BacKPacK

ParT
Single 
moTor

uPrigHT

avg. 2 hr/5 days week

motor $39 $54

Belts $0 $16

Brush roll $0 $30

motor Brushes $21 $21

Bearings $0 $3

Body parts lifetime Warranty $60

Warranty 3 years 90 days

yearly Maintenance Cost $60 $184

Average life (years) 7 years 1 year

maintenance Cost (7 years) $420 $1,288

 7 year SavingS $868

In 5 passes, the ProTeam backpack vacuum is:

BACKPACK VACUUM CLEANER EFFICIENCy
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• 43% more efficient than a commercial upright vacuum. 
• 30% more efficient than a canister in removing soil.

source—
Quality environmental services & 
Technologies,
1996; ApC Filtration, inc., 1996; an 
evaluation of ProTeam’s QuarterVac 
and CoachVac in a school environment, 
dr. eric Brown, Cleaning research 
international, uK, 1994

 

during a recent field-test with the GoFree 
Pro, cleaners shaved 1 to 1.5 hours off 
vacuuming time in a 4-hour loop. 

“Managing the vacuum cord becomes 
a body response,” said Rex Morrison, 
30-year industry veteran. “every time you 
make a turn, you are 100% conscious 
of the dangers of catching your cord on 
obstacles. That’s what takes the time 
up. It’s not plugging in and unplugging 
- that’s insignificant. It’s constantly 
working with your cord and having the 
outlet dictate your path. With the GoFree 
Pro, you take the path of productivity 
that you choose.”

rex morrison  
director, process Cleaning for healthy 
Schools Consortium, inc. 

CORDLESS 
CLEANING: 
30% MORE 
EFFICIENT
and help Keep 
Your Facility as 
Safe as possible



HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

proteam’s lineup includes powerful high filtration vacuums that increase productivity and effectively cover large 
open areas as well as maneuver classrooms and auditoriums. the results are cleaner air and a better environment.

866.888.2168      pro-team.com
customerservice.proteam@emerson.com

proteam, intercept micro, Cleaning for health, Four level, 
FlexFit, Super Coach pro, goFree, Quietpro, and proguard are 
trademarks of proteam, inc. © 2013 proteam, inc. All rights 
reserved. proteam, inc., p.o. Box 7385 Boise, idaho 83707

the American lung Association and proteam
are partners in an educational campaign about
indoor Air Quality issues. the American lung
Association does not endorse products.
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PROOF POSITIVE
Kurt oglesby, custodial operations manager for a 
large university in Washington State
like many large schools, the university mandates that 
green chemicals and equipment be used on campus. this 
includes requiring Cri-approved vacuums, which must 
pass independent laboratory testing on soil removal, dust 
containment, and surface appearance change. in addition 
to the university’s requirements, oglesby has his own 
priorities when it comes to choosing a vacuum.

“There’s a lot of repeat motion and stress injuries in the 
cleaning industry, because people don’t know about the 
techniques and tools to avoid them,” said oglesby. “I look 
out for my employees, and make sure they have ergonomic 
equipment to protect them and make their jobs easier.” 

looking to give his employees the latest ergonomic 
innovation, oglesby recently adopted the proteam® Super 
Coach pro® 6 backpack vacuum.

“Its FlexFit™ articulating harness takes the already 
ergonomic backpack design to a new level of comfort. The 
super Coach Pro 6 vacuum is so much faster to maneuver 
between tables and chairs and does such a superior job. The 
improvement in Indoor air Quality (IaQ) is noticeable. less 
dust in the air and on surfaces. ProTeam is on the right track 
with the new super Coach Pro,” said oglesby. “They are just 
great machines all around.”

source: a Capital e Report; Greening america’s schools Costs and Benefits, Gregory kats

• clean carPeT anD HarD 
SurFaceS without stirring up dust.

• air STayS cleaner,  reducing the 
need to dust as often.

• vacuumS DeSigneD To 
imProve indoor air quality.

• loW DeciBel levelS reDuce 
noise pollution.

CLEANING FOR HEALTH

 A recent review by Carnegie mellon 
of five separate studies evaluating 
the impact of improved indoor air 

quality on asthma found an average 
reduction of 38.5% in asthma 

in buildings with improved air quality.

Direction of airflow

inner Filter
intercept micro® Filter1

Dome Filter
plastic cage with
Foam Filter media

3
HePa Filter
reduces emissions4

outer Filter
micro Cloth Filter2


